
Message 

To: 

Subject 

From: 
Sent: 

CC: 

Simon Lawrence [slawrence@rydon.co.uk] 
17/04/2014 17:22:19 
Mark Harris [/0=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MarkH] 
Mike Albiston [/0=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MikeAlbiston] 
RE: Grenfell Tower - Ferrier Point Cladding Details 

Mark, 

Thanks for this. I've spoken to Bruce (Studio E Architects) this afternoon. I've confirmed that I'm happy for 
him to contact yourselves but to ensure I'm copied in so we keep some sort of protocol guidelines from the 
start. He may be after details to get the render drawings correct. It may be worth inviting him into the 
relevant Dropbox files save me copying and pasting info into an email. 

One thing I would ask, which I'm sure you'll do anyway, is that anything financial stays between ourselves. 

Have a good weekend and we'll catch up next week. 

Regards 

Simon Lawrence, ACIOB, MInstLM 
Project Manager 

From: Mark Harris [mailto:Markharris@harleycw.co.uk] 
Sent: 17 April 2014 16:48 
To: Simon Lawrence 
Cc: Mike Albiston 
Subject: Grenfell Tower - Ferrier Point Cladding Details 

I've put a Dropbox invite over to you which has some Ferrier Point cladding details contained. 

It shows the typical cladding joint being 10mm, with a black joint (this would have been the 
"t" bar rail polyester powder coated). I've also included some photo's, one in particular (mast 
climber shot) is fairly his res, and when you zoom in you can see the joint detail quite well. 

I've also included a head and cill detail, which shows the window shelf angle which forms the 
basis of our current proposal for the glazing. 

Hope this helps, have a good Easter! 

Kind Regards 

Simon 
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Mark Harris 
Commercial Manager 
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